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In this article we use a geometric approach to study geometric phases in graphitic cones. The
spinor that describes the low energy states near the Fermi energy acquires a phase when transported
around the apex of the cone, as found by a holonomy transformation. This topological result can
be viewed as an analogue of the Aharonov-Bohm effect. The topological analysis is extended to a
system with n cones, whose resulting configuration is described by an effective defect.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The electronic and structural properties of materials
made of curved monolayers of graphite are object of in-
tensive research. Typical examples of these structures
are found in fullerenes [1], nanotubes [2, 3], graphitic
cones [4], scrolls [5], etc... Graphite is a network of Car-
bon 6-atom rings with a planar geometry, a regular tiling
of the plane with hexagons. Referring to graphite as the
defect-free system, two-dimensional structures of Carbon
with rings with varying number of atoms are full of de-
fects, each one corresponding to a polygon of n vertices,
with n 6= 6. The disclinations, topological defects associ-
ated to these Carbon rings are responsible for the local
curvature that bends those structures into their various
shapes.

The defects can be conceptually generated by a “cut
and glue” process, known in the literature as the Volterra
process [6]. In the case of graphite, if a sector of 60o, mea-
sured from the center of one of the hexagons to two near-
neighbors Carbon atoms, is removed, and the remaining
structure is continuously bent until the surface recon-
nects, a graphitic nanocone is obtained. It is essentially a
single pentagon surrounded by a host of hexagons. Con-
versely, a whole 60o sector may be added to a hexagon,
transforming it into a heptagon surrounded by hexagons
only. The graphitic cones are classified by their open-
ing angle, or equivalently, the number, nΩ = 6 − n, of
removed sectors.

In this work we use the continuous approach to
topological defects in solids of Katanaev and Volovich
[7], which have shown the equivalence between three-
dimensional gravity with torsion and the theory of de-
fects in solids. In this approach the defects are repre-
sented by metrics that are solutions of Einstein-Cartan
equations in three space dimensions. An application of
this model to graphite has appeared in [8], where localiza-
tion of charge near heptagonal rings has been verified. In
this geometrical background we analyze the global prop-
erties of the massless Dirac equation that describes the

electronic spectrum of graphite at the Fermi level [9].
It was shown recently by Lammert and Crespi [10]

that a continuous theory for graphitic cones describes
the topological aspects of their physical properties. They
proposed a continuous model for this material using the
“tight-binding” approach. They used two sub-lattices to
describe graphene and got the following Hamiltonian for
the system

H0 = −ivf(σ1∂x + σ2∂y), (1)

where the σ’s are Pauli’s spin matrices. They applied the
appropriate boundary conditions in the above Hamilto-
nian and showed that the graphitic monolayer exhibited
an Aharonov-Bohm[11] analogous effect. Recently, a se-
ries of papers have investigated curved carbon structures
using a massless Dirac equation to analyze the electronic
properties of this structure. González, Guinea and Voz-
mediano [12, 13] investigated fullerene molecules using
the massless Dirac equation in the presence of a magnetic
monopole of half-integer charge in the geometry of the
sphere. The electronic structure of a graphitic nanopar-
ticle was investigated by Osipov, Kochetov and Pudlak
[14, 15, 16] using a field theory model. In this work,
Osipov and co-workers investigated disclinations in the
cone, sphere and hyperbolic geometries. The local den-
sity of states was investigated using the Dirac equation
in these geometries.

II. GEOMETRIC APPROACH TO A

GRAPHITIC NANOCONE

In this section, we make use of the geometric theory of
defects [7, 17] to describe disclinations in graphenes and
nanocones. In this theory, the modifications introduced
in the elastic continuum by the defect are described by
a metric. This metric that describes the medium sur-
rounding the defect is a solution of the three-dimensional
Einstein-Cartan equation and contains all topological in-
formation about the medium. Using this theory we will
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show that the geometric Aharonov-Bohm effect appears
naturally in this system, because of its topological and
geometrical properties. The conical graphene leafs will be
described in this continuum approximation by the two-
dimensional metric

ds2 = dt2 − dρ2 − α2ρ2dφ2, (2)

where α is the deficit or excess angle. α is related to the
angular sector λ, which is the sector that is removed or
inserted to form the defect, by the expression α = 1 ±
λ/2π. We also can relate the deficit/excess angle to the
number of sectors removed from the graphitic monolayer
in the following way

α = 1−
nΩ

6
. (3)

Values of α in the interval, 0 < α < 1, mean that
we remove a sector of the leaf to form a defect, and in
the interval, 0 < α < 1, mean that we insert a sector in
the leaf. In this way, the opening angle of the wedge is
nπ

3 , with 0 < n < 6. this disclination angle is related to

the opening angle of the cone by θ = 2 sin−1(1 − n/6).
The graphene sheet is associated to n = 6. The carbon
nanocones are characterized by 0 < n < 6. Cone angles
θ = 19o, 39o, 60o, 85o and 113o have been observed exper-
imentally [21]. Note that these structures represent cones
of positive curvature. Graphitic cones characterized by
a carbon heptagon have negative curvature and are ob-
tained by a insertion of a angular sector in the carbon
sheet.

III. HOLONOMY IN THE CONIC GEOMETRY

Now we consider a two dimensional conic geometry
that describes a disclination in graphitic material. We
employ parallel transport to investigate the geometric
phase[22] of the electronic wave function, in the context
of the Lammert-Crespi model, in the geometry given by
(2). In order to study global properties of the geometry
of a nanocone of graphite we compute the orthonormal
frame matrix for the parallel transport of a spinor along
a closed path, obtaining the holonomy matrix. When a
vector is parallelly propagated along a loop in a manifold
M, the curvature on the manifold causes the vector ini-
tially at p ∈ M, to appear rotated with respect to its ini-
tial orientation in tangent space TpM, when it returns to
p.The holonomy is the path dependent linear transforma-
tion responsible for this rotation. Positive and negative
curvature manifolds, respectively, yield deficit or excess
angles between initial and final vector orientation, under
parallel transport around such loops. The holonomy is
defined by the following expression [23]

U(C) = P exp

(

−

∮

Γµ(x)dx
µ

)

, (4)

where Γµ(x) is the spinorial connection.

In the Lammert-Crespi model the electronic properties
of the graphene are obtained from a Dirac Hamiltonian
for massless fermions in (2 + 1)-dimensions. The wave
function of the system is therefore described by a spinor.
Hence, we investigate the parallel transport of these
spinors in a conical space in order to obtain global prop-
erties of the model. We now introduce the appropriate
dual 1−form basis (co-frame) which describes the back-
ground of a graphitic nanocone, defined by ea = eaµdx

µ,
where

e0 = dt (5a)

e1 = cos(φ)dρ− αρ sin(φ)dφ (5b)

e2 = sin(φ)dρ+ αρ cos(φ)dφ. (5c)

The metric and the inverse tetradic fields are related by

Eµ
aE

ν
b η

ab = gµν , (6)

where eaµE
µ
b = δab . The connection forms are obtained

from the first of the Maurer-Cartan structure equations:
dea + ωa

b ∧ eb = 0. So, for the above 1-forms we get the
following connections

ω2
1 = −ω1

2 = (α − 1)dφ. (7)

The spin connections and the 1-form connections are re-
lated by: Γµ = ωa

b dx
µ. Henceforth, we obtain the follow-

ing matrix connection

Γµ





0 0 0
0 0 −(α− 1)
0 (α− 1) 0



 . (8)

This enables us to determine the spinorial connections,
which are described by

Γµ(x) = −
1

4
Γα
β µγαγ

β , (9)

where γα are Dirac matrices. Therefore, the spinorial
connections for the cone are given by

Γµ(x) = −i
(α− 1)

2
σ3. (10)

The holonomy matrix, U(C), that stands for parallel
transport of a spinor along a path C around the cone, is
given by

U(C) = exp

[

−i

2
(α − 1)σ3φ

]2π

0

, (11)

which can be expanded as matrix as

U(C) = cos[(α− 1)π] + iσ3 sin[(α− 1)π]. (12)

In terms of nΩ, we have

U(C) = cos[
nΩπ

6
]− iσ3 sin[

nΩπ

6
]. (13)
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This expression gives the quantum phase acquired by the
wave function when transported around the nanocone.
That is, when we transport the wave function, Ψ, around
the defect we obtain

Ψ′ = U(C)Ψ, (14)

where U(C) provides the phase obtained by the wave-
function in the process. This result can be interpreted as
a analogue Aharonov-Bohm effect [18, 19, 20], where the
magnetic flux is replaced by a ”curvature flux”. This re-
sult can, in principle, be verified experimentally in these
graphitic materials.
The holonomy transformation is equivalent to a geo-

metric phase. This statement can be directly verified by
writing the massless Dirac equation in curved space

iγaEµ
aDµψ = 0, (15)

where Dµ is the covariant derivative for a spinor

Dµ = ∂µ + Γµ(x). (16)

For metric (2), Dirac equation can be written as

{

i

[

γ0∂t + γρ
(

∂ρ −
1− α

αρ

)

+ γφ
(

1

αρ
∂φ

)]

−m

}

ψ = 0

(17)
The solution of this equation can be writen as

ψ = exp

[

−i

2
(α− 1)σ3φ

]

ψ0, (18)

which leads to

iγµ∂µψ0 = 0. (19)

This result allow us to interpret, exp
(∫

Γµ(x)dx
µ
)

, as a
geometric phase. The spinor acquires a nontrivial phase
when moved around the apex of the cone. This is a con-
sequence of the the fact that the intrinsic curvature of
the defect is accumulated in the apex of the cone. In the
lattice description, the spinor acquires a nontrivial phase
due the accumulated curvature in the pentagon sites of
the nanocone structure. In the continuum limit approx-
imation that we use the holonomy matrix gives the in-
formation about the geometric phase due to the parallel
transport of a spinor in the carbon nanocone structure.

IV. MULTICONES

In recent articles, the energetic stability of multiconic
structures of graphite have been investigated [24, 25]. In
this section, we use the geometric tools developed for a
simple cone to investigate these multiconic Carbon struc-
tures. The holonomy transformation is therefore used to
characterize the analogue Aharonov-Bohm effect in these
systems.

Let us consider a graphitic structure formed by many
cones and determine the correspondent holonomy trans-
formations. Initially, we consider a structure with only
two cones placed, respectively, at the points ρ1 and ρ2.
We then perform the parallel transport of along a closed
path C1 around the point ρ1. Consequently, the holon-
omy (or the Dirac’s factor) is given by

ψ(1)(ρ, φ) = exp

[

−
i

2
(α1 − 1)σ3

∫

C1

dφ

]

ψ0(ρ, φ). (20)

After that, the parallel transport is made around the sec-
ond cone, following the contour C2, which results in

ψ(2)(ρ, φ) = exp

[

−
i

2
(α2 − 1)σ3

∫

C2

dφ

]

ψ1(ρ, φ)

= exp

[

−
i

2
(α1 + α2 − 2)σ3

∫ 2π

0

dφ

]

ψ0(ρ, φ).(21)

Following the above reasoning, we generalize the re-
sult to m cones placed, respectively, at the points
ρ1, ρ2, · · ·, ρm, to

ψ(1,2,···,m)(ρ, φ) = exp



−
i

2

m
∑

j=1

(αj − j)σ3

∫ 2π

0

dφ



ψ0(ρ, φ).

(22)
Since each disclination parameter αj is related to the

numbers of removed sectors nj
Ω by the expression

αj = 1−
nj
Ω

6
, (23)

we can write the holonomy transformations for m cones
as

Um(C) = exp





i

2

m
∑

j=1

nΩ

6
σ3

∫ π

0

dφ′



 , (24)

which results in

Um(C) = cos





m
∑

j=1

nΩπ

6



− iσ3 sin





m
∑

j=1

nΩπ

6



 . (25)

We note in the expression (25), that the problem of m
cones can be replaced by one with an effective defect,
with nΩ given by

neffΩ =

m
∑

j=1

ni
Ω. (26)

In this way, we can analyze the geometric phase for the
multicone structure containing many isolated disclina-
tions of various strengths. The geometric phase for the
spinor transported around a multiconic sheet for assorted
effective disclination angles are exhibited in Table I. The

maximum numbers of removed sectors is neff
Ω = 5, which
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corresponds to the topological condition for the existence
of nanocones of graphite. Note that the multicone ap-
proach can be used to the limit situation of the cylin-
drical nanotube formed by the removal of six π

3 sectors.
In this case the spinor is rotated by an angle of the π.
This approach also illustrates the power of the holonomy
transformation to calculate the geometric phase to multi-
conic structures. The direct calculation, via Dirac equa-
tion in the general metric that describes the medium, is
much more difficult to solve. This method can be used
to investigate negative curvature graphene sheets formed
when angular sectors are inserted.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this work we investigate quantum phases in
nanocones of graphite. We show that the phase of the
wave function is of the Aharonov-Bohm type. We use the
calculus of holonomy to describe the analogue Aharonov-
Bohm effect in nanocones of graphite. Comparing with
the Aharonov-Bohm phase

∮

Aµdx
µ, the analogue AB ef-

fect occurs when the holonomy
∮

γµ(x)dx
µ is nontrivial.

We also analyze the Aharonov-Bohm effect in a multi-
conic structure formed by a set of disclinations of same
or different strength. Finally, we suggest that geomet-
ric phase obtained in this work can be used in the fu-
ture investigations of topological quantum computation
in nanocone structures along the lines pointed in the
references[26, 27].

Structure nΩ neffΩ Um(C) φtotal αeff

λ1 = π
3

1 1 exp(−πσ3

3
) 2π −

π
6

5

6

λ1 = λ2 = π
3

1 2 exp(−πσ3

3
) 2π −

2π
3

2

3

λ1 = λ2 = λ3 = π
3

1 3 exp(−πσ3

2
) 2π − π 5

6

1

2

λ1 = λ2 = λ4 = π
3

1 4 exp(− 4πσ3

3
) 2π −

4π
3

1

3

λ1 = λ2 = λ4 = λ5 = π
3

1 5 exp(− 5πσ3

6
) 2π −

5π
3

1

6

λ1 = 2π
3
, λ2 = 2π

3
1 4 exp(− 2πσ3

3
) 2π −

4π
3

1

3

TABLE I: The conic structure of the effective disclination
given by 2παeff . The geometric phase for the multicone
formed by the removal of several sectors of strength λ is given
by U(C).
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